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Ore-carrier crew feared dead 
Search for survivors fails 
SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich. 
(AP) •• Rescuers searched Lake 
Superior's chilly waters yesterday for 
the 29-member crew of the sunken 
ore-carrier Edmund Fitzgerald but 
found only an oil slick, empty 
lifeboats and life jackets. 
Aircraft and ships crisscrossed the 
lake's eastern tip in the area where the 
ship, once the largest ore-carrier on 
Lake Superior, went down in S20 feet 
of water about 7:30 p.m. Monday. 
Coast Guard officials said it was 
unlikely anyone could survive in the 
51-degree water more than three hours 
but added that they were still hopeful. 
THE 729-FOOT vessel vanished 
from radar screens as winds of 
hurricane force--75 miles per 
hour-raised waves to 25 feet in 
42-degrec weather. 
"In these conditions, surviveability 
on the average would be about three 
hours." said a Coast Guard spokesman. 
"But this has been greatly exceeded 
on many occasions if they got into a 
protective life raft or were wearing 
protective clothing." 
An oil slick, two lifeboats, a life laft 
and other debris were found in the 
area, with some washing up on the 
Canadian shore 13 miles to the 
northeast. One of the lifeboats had a 
serial number  matching that of the 
ship, authorities said. 
Among the debris were several 
orange life jackets, some bobbing in 
the water and others washed onto the 
rocky shoreline. 
THE LAKE surface was extremely 
calm yesterday, and search operations 
were aided by a dull gray sky which 
eliminated reflections and made it 
easier to spot debris from the air. 
Two freighters, a pair of Coast 
Guard helicopters and two planes were 
taking pan in the search. 
The Coast Guard said the Fitzgerald 
may have broken up and sunk before a 
Survey examines court 
A University couple takes advantage of yesterday's holiday and 
warm weather by frolicking upon the campus hilltop. 
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn) 
By Rob Arkwright 
Staff Reporter 
A political science student working 
with Student Government Association 
(SGA) Coordinator of Stale and 
Community Affairs Richard Parrish 
soon will begin a survey to determine 
student and community viewpoints as 
to whether Municipal Court 
discriminates against students. 
David Longacre, junior (A&S). said 
the idea of the survey is to prove "that 
one of the reasons that students are 
dissatisfied with the Municipal Court is 
because they have a more liberal 
viewpoint than the people that elect 
the judges." 
Longacre said he prepared a 
questionnaire based on a Columbia 
Broadcasting System (CBS) survey 
book on determining political public 
opinion and political conservatism. 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE will be 
circulated by speech  students under 
UN fears US reaction 
to anti- Zionist move 
the direction of Al Hawkins, doctoral 
candidate in speech, and by Parrish's 
assistants. 
The survey is a result of an informal 
study Longacre completed as pan of a 
political science class spring quartet. In 
the study, Longacre concluded that 
most University students and young 
people in the community believe iliai 
Municipal Court is biased against 
students. 
"They feel thai the court is treating 
them unfairly, predominately in the 
areas of petty tlieli and possession of 
marijuana. Students feel thai the 
penalties carry excessive punishment 
and that their civil rights arc being 
violated. It seems thai the students aie 
Oil one side of the fence and the court 
officials on the other," Longacre Mid 
in the study. 
Longacre added that the concept of 
a jury trial in Municipal Court "ts 
another aiea ol discontent and 
disbelief on the part of th? students." 
"Students feel thai a person -III to 
50 years old cannol fairly judge a 
person 20yeaisold. They feel that the 
40-year-old   cannot   understand   the 
situations they face and .ue familial 
with." 
BUT LONGACRE"S conclusions to 
the study lor the most pan were in 
agreemeul with atea lawyers and com I 
officials, who were quoted as laying 
that Municipal Couit does "not 
discriminate against students and stays 
within the law at all times." 
Longacre also mentioned a study 
done by the American Cml Liberties 
Union that suppoited the officials' 
opinions. 
The reason tuosi students think thai 
the COIU1 discriminates against them, 
Longacre said, is because they have a 
more liberal viewpoint than many city 
residents. 
Longacre said lhat he believes some 
penalties for petty theft and 
possession of marijuana are soinewli.it 
harsh.   He  also  stated  thai   the   IIIIV 
system can hurt students, especially In 
drug-related cases, bul lhat part oi the 
problem lies in failure of students lo 
tegister to vole in Wood County, 
thereby making Uiem ineligible lot 
jury duty here. 
distress call could be made. A nearby 
vessel, the Arthur M. Anderson, 
reported it received a call Monday 
night from the Fitzgerald. 
The call indicated the Fitzgerald 
was taking on water but its pumps 
were working and the vessel was not in 
immediate danger. 
One Coast Guard spokesman said 
the Fitzgerald "probably broke in 
two." But Ens. Kenneth Baker added 
lhat a hatch cover could have blown 
off, causing the vessel to take on 
water. 
"IN HIGH SEAS, if they're not 
seemed a couple of hatchcovers could 
come off. If that happens, a ship will 
take on water very fast." he said. 
The linking was the first major 
Great Lakes shipping disaster in nine 
years. On Nov 29, ll>66. the lives of 
2S crewmen were lost when the 
freighter Daniel J. Morrell sank  in a 
1 .ike Union storm. 
Oglebay Notion Co., -if Cleveland, 
Ohio, winch charters the Fitzgerald, 
identified t he captain as E.R. 
McSorley of Toledo. Ohio, and the 
chief englneei as George Holl of 
Cabot. Pa. Oglebay was withholding 
the names ol the 27 others aboard. 
The vessel, owned by the 
Northwestern Mutual I ne Insurance 
Co. of Milwaukee, was loaded with 
about 26,000 tons of taconite pellets 
on Sunday al Superior. Wis.. and was 
bound foi Detroit, officials said. The 
pellets .ne .m Intermediate product in 
Iron mining 
Weather 
Cloud) with s chanre of howcta 
today High i" the uppei >0s and 
low (.(Is Variable cloudiness 
tonight. Low in the upper 30s. 
Tomorrow partly cloudy and 
cooler High in mid lo up|>er 40s. 
Prolmliiltiy of rain 50 per cent 
today and 20 per cent tonight. 
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. 
(AP) -The United Nations (UaN.) 
braced for hard times yesterday as the 
United States reacted angrily to a 
resolution adopted by the General 
Assembly calling Zionism "a form of 
racism." 
Some U.N. officials feared that 
Congress would show its displeasure 
by cutting appropriations for the 
American voluntary contributions that 
are a main source of support for such 
United Nations programs as aid to 
developing countries and refugee 
and emergency relief. 
A storm of criticism erupted 
yesterday-ranging from politicians to 
church groups-after the assembly 
adopted the anti-Zionism resolution 
Monday night by a vote of 72 to 35 
with 32 abstentions and three nations 
absent. 
THE VS. Senate called for a review 
of U.S. participation in the assembly. 
President Ford, during a meeting with 
nine visiting members of the Israeli 
parliament, denounced the U.N. move 
as a "wholly unjustified action," a 
spokesman said. 
Rep.  Morris  Udall  of Arizona, a 
candidate for the Democratic 
presidential nomination, said the 
assembly vote may result in a "full 
reappraisal of the United States' 
participation and its role in funding 
the U.N." 
A State Departmenl spokesman 
said, "We will be reviewing carefully a 
response," and did not rule out 
reduced financial support as an option. 
Christian organizations, including 
the World Council of Churches, 
condemned the assembly's vote. 
The World Council, representing 
most of the world's major Protestant 
and Orthodox denominations, voiced 
"unequivocal opposition" to the 
resolution and appealed to the United 
Nations to reconsider. 
There was no immediate comment 
from the Vatican, although news of 
the Assembly vote was published 
prominently in the Vatican newspaper. 
THE SENATE'S nonbinding 
resolution of condemnatijn. approved 
by voice vote without dissent, calls on 
the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee and the House 
international Relations Committee to 
begin immediate hearings "to reassess 
the United States' further 
participation in the United Nations 
General Assembly." 
U.N. bureaucrats, though expressing 
concern about cutbacks in U.S. 
voluntary payments, said they thought 
il less likely that Congress would 
withhold assessed dues for the regular 
budget. The American portion is 2S 
per cent of the budget, more than $80 
million of a $290 million budget for 
this year. 
Three years ago. Congress reduced 
the IS share of the regular I'.N 
budget from 31.5 per cent to the 
present 25 per cent in an outgrowth of 
the unsuccessful American effort to 
keep the Nationalist Chinese 
government on Taiwan in the world 
body. 
The first opportunity for the United 
States to use the ax will come at a 
Senate-House conference this week to 
compromise differences in bills the 
two houses have approved to authorize 
spending on voluntary U.N. 
contributions and $6.5 million a year 
on assessed payments to various 
specialized agencies and programs. 
-_  I    .     _^ | Robert Younkin. 343 S. Main St., a retired WW II U. S. Army major, proudly 
QjICl    \7lOf*Y        unveils "1C s,ar'' •lnd slril*'s I" observance of Veteran's Day. (Newsphoto by Lance 
* Wynn) 
University to evaluate sex discrimination 
By Lorraine Jameson 
AM. Managing Editor 
Plans to evaluate University 
programs in light of Tide IX 
regulations will begin soon, according 
to Myron Chenauh. affirmative action 
officer for the University. 
Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972, which took 
effect in July, 1975, forbids sex 
discrimination in education programs 
receiving federal funds and applies to 
the nation's public school systems and 
institutions of higher education. 
If an educational institution does 
not comply with Title IX, the U. S. 
Department of Health, Education and 
ij(Welfare (HEW) through its Office for 
pivil    Rights,   will   seek   voluntary 
compliance. If attempts at voluntary 
compliance fail, federal funds may be 
cut off or HEW may recommend court 
action to the U. S. Justice 
Department. 
THIS YEAR the University received 
more than $1 million for student aid 
such as work-study grants from 
Washington.Chenault said. In addition, 
the University received more than 
$100,000 in federal research grants 
and monies from the U. S. Justice 
Department. 
Chenault said that in order to 
comply with Title IX guidelines, the 
University must undertake a 
self-evaluation of its programs to 
discover where sex discrimination may 
exist. 
The self-evaluation must be 
completed by July,1976, but Chenault 
said he hopes it can be finished this 
spring. 
Chenault said he has received no 
resistance from any segment of the 
Unverstiy toward compliance with 
Title IX so far, but added that the 
problem only has begun to be dealt 
with. 
MAJOR AREAS of the University 
to be evaluated for Tide IX 
compliance are admissions policies, 
treatment of students and 
employment procedures. 
The admissions policies of some 
schools that have been "traditionally 
and continually single sex" are 
exempted from Tide IX regulation. 
Institutions whose admissions 
policies are covered by Title IX 
guidelines may not set quotas on the 
number of men and women to be 
admitted and are forbidden to set 
different standards of admission for 
one sex or another. 
Comparable efforts must be made 
•to recruit members of each sex. If, 
prior to Title IX's enactment, an 
institution limited its admission to 
primarily men, they must initiate 
special recruiting efforts to attract 
qualified women. 
Even though some schools are 
exempt from Title IX regulations 
regarding admissions, all schools 
receiving federal funds must treat their 
admitted student without 
discrimination on the basis of sex. 
TITLE IX provides that all students 
must'be treated equally in regards to: 
-Access to and participation in 
course offerings and extracurricular 
activities, including campus 
organizations and competitive 
athletics. 
-Eligibility and receipt of benefits, 
services and financial aid. 
-Use of facilities and housing, 
although separate housing, locker 
rooms and toilets are permitted. 
A University's courses must be 
offered to all students on an equal 
basis, although physical education 
classes in contact sports may be 
segregated according to sex. 
Equal opportunities in competive 
athletics must be provided for both 
men  and women, although separate 
teams may be maintained and equal 
expenditures are not always required. 
Factors in determining whether 
there is equal opportunity in 
competitive athletics include: 
-Whether the sports selected reflect 
abilities and interests of both sexes. 
-Provision    for   supplies   and 
equipment. 
-Game and practice schedules, and 
travel and daily allowances. 
--Locker    rooms,   practice   and 
competitive facilities. 
-Medical and training services. 
-Coaching  and  academic tutoring 
opportunities   and   salary    and 
assignments for coaches and tutors. 
-Publicity. 
• To paft five 
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court avoids issue 
A judge in Morristown, N. J. Monday passed the buck without 
setting any kind of precedent in a ruling to keep 21-year-old Karen 
Quinlan alive through the use of a respirator. 
Quinlan is comatose and has been on life-sustaining equipment for 
nearly seven months. Doctors have said that she suffered irreversible 
brain damage and has no chance to ever live a normal life. 
In an unprecedented case, Karen's father asked the court to name 
him legal guardian to his daughter so that he could order the 
respirator disconnected. After the patient's death, courts usually are 
asked to acquit people who remove life-sustaining equipment. But 
this was the first time prior court permission was sought. 
Superior Court Judge Robert Muir Jr. washed the case from his 
hands by calling his ruling a "medical decision." He said he could not 
allow Quinlan to participate in daily medical decisions about his 
daughter because of Quinlan's anguish over the extraordinary means 
of supporting Karen's life. Muir then appointed Daniel Coburn as 
Karen Quinlan's legal guardian in medical matters. 
Judge Muir could have ended the case by deciding that life 
sustaining equipment may not be disconnected or by approving the 
removal of Karen Quinlan's respirator. Instead, he has put the case in 
a state of limbo by throwing it back into the hands of medical 
authorities. 
Muir should have taken the responsibility for setting precedence 
by ending the case one way or another. Passing the buck from his 
hands to the physicians', without allowing Quinlan's parents to make 
medical decisions about their daughter, merely is continuing an 
already sad saga. 
fossil juice cooking 
WASHINGTON - T\e other 
afternoon you might have discovered 
many members of the House 
Committee on Science and 
Technology sitting in the dark in their 
walnut and leather committee room. 
The poor chaps were staring at the 
wall while Robert Fri, the deputy 
administrator of the Energy Research 
and Development Agency, and another 
guy from the White House were 
putting the blocks to them for mondo, 
mucho megabucks. 
They lectured the congressmen in 
the darkness and showed slides on the 
wall. The White House man had 
two-color slides, but Mr. Fri's were in 
three colors and graphically more 
dramatic. The slides had titles like 
"Major Synfuel Development 
Milestones." 
Synfuel Is the word the 
technologically hip use to show their 
hippitiness when referring to squeezing 
gasoline out of oil shale. 
SINCE MOST of the oil shale is in 
Colorado, the proposal on the table 
was to spend untold billions in 
infinitely devious ways to dig up the 
state and squeeze the fossile juice out 
of it. 
To that end  the forceful Mr. Fri 
no soft touch flaw 
WASHINGTON- Not even the patina 
of civilization or the advent of self-rule 
government has diminished man's 
primeval urge to be led by superior 
persons. 
Thus the fix that President Ford 
and the rest of us find ourselves in as 
he seeks to demonstrate his ability to 
lead. 
There is no question that, by 
constitutional decree, Mr. Ford is the 
chief executive of the land and in 
physical control of the American 
government. Beyond that, however, 
lies a presidential responsibility that 
cannot be defined by law or by 
CUttOH! but only by the primordial 
hunger within us. 
It is the presidential responsibility 
to provide creative and moral 
leadership for more than 214 million 
people and to inspire them to trust his 
judgment. 
SUCH LEADERSHIP is the 
essential quality that determines a 
president's place in history-whether 
he will be remembered or forgolten. 
And it is on this basis that Gerald Ford 
loo will be judged. 
Obviously it's much loo soon to 
predict the final verdict of hislory. 
Leadership is an intangible, fragile 
substance, hard to define and even 
harder to pinpoinl. 
Chances are we can spol ils absence 
more readily than we can sense ils 
presence. All we know is thai some 
people seem to have it and others 
don't. 
Which brings us to Mr. Ford. The 
massive administration shakeup of 
recent days and other events of his 
first 15 monlhs in office can provide 
us with clues about the Ford brand of 
thai elusive something known as the 
ability to lead. 
In thai respecl. the major decisions 
of the Ford presidency must include 
the Nixon pardon, the military rescue 
of the caplured Mayaguez crew, the 
whopping $28 billion tax-cut proposal, 
Ihe adamant refusal to save New York 
City from financial default, the 
sloughing of Vice President 
Rockefeller and the broad realignment 
of his nalional security team as 
highlighted by the dismissal of Defense 
Secretary James Schlesinger. 
•me BG news 
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terHorst 
THERE HAVE been other big Ford 
decisions, to be sure, but these bear a 
clear personal imprint. Whal do Ihey 
tell us1 
All of them, in my view, have one 
thing in common-heavy-handedness, a 
certain excess in the use of power. 
In each of these instances, Mr. Ford 
came down with a bang, almost as if 
he were worried that anything less 
th.ni full force might be mistaken as a 
sign of weakness or timidity. When the 
man stamps, he stamps hard. 
Another common feature of these 
Ford decisions, excluding the New 
York City affair, is the president's yen 
for surprise. He didn't achieve it in all 
instances but he tried for it. 
When you combine an excess of 
force with the element of surprise you 
achieve shock, a traumatic effect. 
Shock can be beneficial or harmful, 
both to the country and to a leader's 
status, so a president must always 
weigh in advance whal the results are 
likely to be. 
A NATION groping for confidence 
can be badly shaken by sudden moves 
at the helm of government. 
Every major move of leadership also 
requires the decision-maker to take in 
to consideration the circumstances 
that created the problem that he is 
trying to solve and the likely 
aftereffects. In each of the above 
decisions, it seems to me, Mr. Ford did 
not fully do that. 
For example, in decreeing that New 
York City must bear the punishment 
for its sins of profligacy, where does 
Mr. Ford show his recognition of the 
fact that 40 years of federal policy 
have contributed to New York's near 
bankruptcy? Federal housing money, 
federal highway financing and federal 
court decisions on schools created the 
flight to the suburbs that has drained 
the economy and eroded the tax basis 
of every older American city. 
Similarly, billions of federal welfare 
and rural modernization programs 
have lured low-income whites and 
blacks out of the country and into the 
cities for sustenance or for jobs in 
industries often supported by federal 
contracts. 
NEW YORK MAY not merit a 
bailout, but it deserves more than 
being   preached   at    for    political 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and opinion columns Letters 
may comment on any other letter, 
column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 
words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed 
pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit 
all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel 
and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the 
author's name, address and phone 
number, and may be mailed to the 
Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Call. 
purposes. The seeds of New York's 
downfall are present in every major 
municipality, including Detroit and 
others in Mr. Ford's stale of Michigan. 
Amending the bankruptcy law 
somehow falls short of the vision one 
expects from the White House for 
handling for what looms as a 
nationwide problem. 
Similarly, the eagerness with which 
Mr. Ford took up Rockefeller's offer 
to step aside next year as his running 
mate suggests a myopia of politics. 
Either the president was unaware of 
Republican conservative opposition to 
Rockefeller when he chose him last 
year, which seems unlikely, or he has 
decided (hat hard-core conservatism is 
the wave of the future, which seems 
unrealistic. 
For Mr. Ford, as for every 
president, Ihe ability to make swift 
and rattling decisions must be matched 
by an ability to inspire us with a vision 
of the journey he proposes to lead us 
on. 
More than anything else, that 
probably will determine the future of 
the Ford presidency. 
Copyright, 1975, Universal Press 
Syndicate/Detroit News 
raised his voice to the congressmen 
lost in the room's fuliginosity to 
inform them that, "If you don't put 
the money on the table, you haven't 
made the point that, damn it, we mean 
business." 
The older congressmen who are 
habituated to spending money seemed 
satisfied with their marching orders, 
but some of the younger fellows 
realized they were in the dark in more 
ways than one. 
Timothy Wirth of Colorado, smitten 
with the vision of his entire 
congressional districl consumed by 
20-story high steam shovels eating the 
Rocky Mountains flat, wondered why 
the government should guarantee $5 
billion worth of the oil companies' 
loans to rub out his constituency. 
Contrary to their reputation for 
never spuming a handout, some of the 
oil companies, like Standard 
of California, had written the 
committee to suggest in a tactful way 
ili.it Mr. Fri go back to his hive and 
think up another way of blowing in 
the billions. 
IT'S STANDARD'S contention that 
large amounts of shale oil can'l he 
produced for another generation, or 
until about the year 2001, and that 
any synfuel of this sort that is 
produced will cost twice what natfuel 
can be bought for from the Arabs. 
The Administration's answer to that 
is authorization to consecrate another 
four or five billion for a subsidy to 
bring the synfuel price down to a 
competitive level. 
It was also suggested, while 
everybody was sitting there in the 
gloaming, that another five or six 
hundred million be thrown in as 
"construction grants" for the utility 
companies who, it was explained, are 
already so debt burdened they can't 
even borrow with a 100 per cent 
Federal loan guarantee. 
"About all we can do with this 
authorization," spoke the voice of 
Rep. Philip Hayes (D-lnd.), "is prop 
up somebody's ass." To which the 
voice of Mr. Fri responded that. "I 
guess 1 would disagree that I want 
these numbers because I'm selling 
somebody's stock." 
A whisper from one of the 
non-lobbyists in the audience was 
heard to suggest, "They ought to vote 
a SS billion loan guarantee for the 
eugenics people to develop a higher 
class of bureaucrat." 
SOMEONE ELSE wanted to know 
if there is any oil shale under City Hall 
in New York. The rejoinder to that 
was the City ought to be able to 
manufacture methane gas from the 
dog litter on the streets of Manhattan 
and use the profits to escape default. 
"Where did this $410 million figure 
surface?" a perplexed congressman 
asked, his face invisible in the gray 
light. 
The slide on the wall said, "Public 
Infrastructure Development," and Mr. 
Fri, or maybe it was G. Rudolph 
Ford's creature from the office of 
Budget and Management, was 
proposing a yet different set of loan 
guarantees for Colorado municipal 
government to build facilities for the 
people running the steam shovels and 
building the fossil juicers. 
In order to conform to an ancient 
government policy of six or eight 
weeks standing that municipal lax 
exempt bonds should not be federally 
guaranteed, the Administration was 
advocating that Washington subsidize 
the difference in interest rates between 
tax-free and taxable bonds and then 
guarantee them. 
By now nobody in the room could' 
begin to figure out what the final cost 
of the project might be... $12 or $13 
billion and running up there higher 
toward you, Jesus, but the nice thing 
about it is that most of it is 
"off-budget" debt so that the folks 
will be able to vote for G. Rudolph a 
year from now without realizing how 
he's running up the deficit on the sly. 
There are some other problems 
about the project too. Like synfuel 
manufacture demands more water 
than Colorado has, and this sort of 
process takes stripped earth and cooks 
it so that when you return it to where 
you got it-the soil is slightly less fertile 
than the moon. 
Considerations of that sort did not 
detain Mr. Fri, who, in the spirit of the 
Administration's economy drive, was 
telling the committee to "lay the 
check book on the table! We gotta go! 
We gotta begin!" 
Copyright, 1975, The Washington 
Post-King Features Syndicate 
'NElSDNJOttU WNK MX) COULD EVER REALLY SETTLE feR A STORE-B0LX3HT B0X-FWME DOUBLE ^AIN..?* 
Lerrers 
hats off to band 
This letter, the first of its kind thus 
far this year, is to praise the Falcon 
Marching Band. They gave excellent 
halftime and pre-game performances 
throughout the football season. Their 
selection were well chosen and 
expertly and imaginatively performed. 
They conducted themselves with 
professional dignity and they 
contributed greatly to a feeling of 
enthusiasm at the games. Finally, they 
consistantly out-performed all of the 
other bands that visited our stadium. 
Hats off to the band (but don't stop 
to pick them up until the halftime 
performance is over!) 
Douglas Marshall 
206 Offenhauer West 
four year breeze 
Good heavens, if these four years 
are just a "breeze around the track," 
why are we always puffing even before 
we can see the finish line? 
True, the cigarettes don't help our 
respiratory problems, but after our 
four year sprint we find that we'll be 
in fine shape to endure anything the 
rat race might offer us. 
With a pot of coffee and a pack of 
Marlboros to help us through the 
night, we can conquer the world. 
Why the night, you may ask? 
Because, at least for us, the night is the 
only "great untapped resource" of 
time we can find, search though we 
might. 
AS TO THE "untapped" reference , 
to our resource, ihe re is some 
question. We refer to this resource as 
untapped because it has previously 
been used for such trivial matters as 
sleep, rather than for improving our 
communication skills via more writing 
outside the classroom. 
For this reason, we would like to 
ask Dr. Rothe if the "truly 
exceptional'' student who should 
receive an "A" in any one of his or her 
classes is merely the student who can 
function with one hour of sleep per 
night, as compared to us less 
competent students who often require 
as many as five? 
Honestly, we try to make our 
written work clear and organized, but 
at 2 in Ihe morning it gets a little 
rough-words have a way of jumping 
around in the sentence. 
But please don't question our 
competence. If anything, these four 
years of running around will have 
prepared us for a lot-except perhaps a 






In reply to Mr. Lammers letter to 
the editor of Nov. 5, I feel it is my 
obligation to defend the greek 
organizations that Mr. Lammers and 
the "men" of Rodgers have so crudely 
choosen to downgrade. 
How can you call yourselves men 
when the actions you choose to 
display were more indicative of little 
children than that of college men. 
The throwing of bottles and cans 
from the second and third floor 
windows hardly seems to me like an 
adult action. Even after we moved our 
little "parties" to the open-campus 
side of our house, we were still 
attacked by the so-called "men" of 
Rodgers when they came out streaking 
and throwing eggs and water at a few 
girls that were making no more of a 
disturbance than crickets chirping in 
the night. 
And what do you call the shouting 
of obcenities back and forth between 
the different wings of Rodgers and the 
stereos blaring till all hours of the 
morning? Are these not disturbances? 
In case you are interested, Mr. 
Lammers, the reasons behind those 
late night visits was to inspire a sense 
of spirit between our house and the 
sorority houses. The sorority showing 
the most spirit, then, would be invited 
to our Haunted House, which is an 
annual event. 
As for the bonfire in the middle of 
Rodgers Quad, it was a simple 
ceremony where ihe girls burned the 
letters of their house in the grass. It 
had to be done in an open area to 
avoid an unfortunate accident. 
I cannot see where this or any other 
of our events could create anymore of 
a disturbance than your midnight 
football games or stereos in your 
windows. It is unfortunate that you 
feel the way you do about greeks. Mr. 
Lammers, because we have a fine greek 
system here at BGSU. 
Stacy Fogelman 
293 Sigma Phi Epsilon 
thanks 
People really do need people. So, I 
would like to extend many thanks to 
the Student Council for Exceptional 
Children (SCEC) and all the others 
who came in our moment of need; 
from all of us in the Association for 
Children with Learning Disabilities. 
Our state conference, held Oct. 
16-18, was very successful. We had 30 
volunteers and approximately 105 
children to care for. 
The parents of the children were 
pleased with the outstanding 
performance from the University 
volunteers. They supplied many 
activities such as arts and crafts, 
games, songs, movies, stories, a puppet 
show did a great job of supervising 
swimming and other motor activities. 
There already have been 
recommendations to have a similar 
program nex-f year. We expect 
attendance to double and hopefully, 
so will the student volunteers 
See you next October. 
Jody Ferry 
9336 Devils Hole Rd. 
smokers beware 
l couldn't agree more with Sue 
Brindle's comments on smoking, 
Nonsmokers are subjected to the. 
disgusting fumes of cigarettes 
everywhere; and since we usually form 
a majority in both classrooms and 
social situations, our rights are 
constantly violated. 
Non-smokers have chosen not to 
smoke, many because they are aware 
of the health hazards. These hazards 
affect non-smokers who breathe' 
cigarette smoke as well. That means 
that the selfish smoking population 
could be contributing to lung cancer 
and respiratory diseases not only in 
adults, but also in babies and children. 
Sue Brindle. you have company in 
wanting to see somehting done to 
assert non-smokers rights. I am tired of 
coming home from seminars, movies, 
concerts, bars and the Union smelling 
like a cigarette butt and having to put 
everything I'm wearing (including 
myself) through the wash. 
BUT SMOKERS wiU continue to 
violate even clearly posted or 
articulated anti-smoking rules until the 
non-smoking majority insists that the 
rules be enforced. 
Let's get over feeling apologetic I 
let's ask our professors and fellow 
students not to smoke in our presence. 
And even agitate for bills to prohibit 
smoking in public places, then 
mobilize the tools of peer group 
censure to see that they're obeyed. 
Cigarette smokers have the right tb 
a flfty-cent-to-a-doDar-a-day drug 
habit, nicotine-stained fingers, 
emphysema, lung cancec, 
cigarette-breath, smelly clothes anil 
hair, but for God's sake let them keep 
these to themselves. I'm for pink lungs 
and an "April-fresh smell." Smokers, 
beware: I mind very much if yoii 
smoke! 
Halina Van He*.. 
137 Unman A« 
Solon mayor remains calm 
Wednesday. November 12, 197S. The BG News/Page 3 
By Mary Higjini 
Staff Reporter 
At 6 p.m. on election 
night, Solon, Ohio's, mayor 
was at home stretched out 
on a couch reading the 
evening paper with his cat 
curled on his stomach. 
It would not be obvious 
to an outsider that this man 
was running for re-election 
in a town which had not 
re-elected any incumbent 
mayor in the last  10 years. 
It wasn't that Charles 
Smercina wasn't worried, 
but throughout his 
campaign he had said. "We 
play the game straight and 
clean, and if we win - great, 
and if we don't . . ." 
"A MAYORAL term 
only lasts two years. My 
conscience will last a 
lifetime." 
At 6:30 p.m. Smercina's 
wife breezed in, exhausted 
after the day's last-minute 
campaigning. Her 
college-aged son and 
daughter were ready to 
leave for election 
headquarters and were 
somewhat unnerved by her 
tardiness. 
"Just let me sit and eat 
an apple," she said, 
collapsing in a chair with 
one of the three poodles. 
"And David. I don't want 
you getting stoned drunk 
tonight!" 
From the hall David 
uttered a very somber 
"O-kay!" and the mayor 
laughed. 
At election headquarters, 
which was at a nearby 
restaurant, the mayor and 
two women sat by a 
citizen's band radio. 
Campaign workers had been 
sent to precinct polls to 
learn the results and then 
radio them back. 
THE    CROWD    at 
headquarters steadily 
congregated around the 
radio. There was not much 
talking, not much drinking. 
The atmosphere was one of 
raw nerves touching each 
other. 
Someone said that the 
second precinct was 3 to I, 
Smercina's favor, and there 
was a collective sigh of 
hope. 
Everyone knew that this 
election was not going to be 
a piece of cake -• it was 
going to be close. 
Smercina's opponent was a 
woman, and the general 
opinion of the crowd was 
that her campaign had been 
somewhat less than 
honorable. 
"THE   DIRT   we   had 
against her - the concrete 
evidence we could have used 
against her - if the people 
around here only knew. . . 
but he (Smercina) wouldn't 
use it," said one campaign 
worker. 
When the count was in. 
Mayor Smercina had lost. 
Sixty-eighi votes had made 
all the difference, and no 
one could believe the 
margin. 
Even though everyone 
had been chomping at the 
bit wishing the whole 
election ordeal were over, 
there were no sighs of relief. 
It was hot and there wasn't 
a dry armpit in the place. 
Smoke hung at nose level - 
the bar was inaccessible. A 
lady fainted and someone 
called an ambulance. 
BUT THE mayor's face 
did not register the deep 
d i s a ppoin tment his 
followers felt. In a 
follow-up speech he simply 
reiterated the ethics he had 
used in carrying out his 
campaign. "You play the 
game straight. . ." 
The next day. leaning 
against the kitchen sink, the 
mayor took a puff on his 
cigarette and said. "The sun 
rose this morning. I guess 
it's going ot set tonight." 
Defense history shown 
"The History of the 
American Armed Forces 
and Their Contributions to 
the Nation" is the theme of 
the Armed Forces 
Bicentennial Caravan on 
display today and 
tomorrow. 
The Defense Department 
Bicentennial Exhibit is 
located on E. Court Street 
between Prospect and 
Enterprise Streets and will 
be open from noon-6 p.m. 
The caravan features fbui 
vans representing the four 
branches of the Armed 
Forces. The Army. Navy 
and Marine Corps vans are 
walk-through exhibits anu 
the Air Force van is a 
mini-theater. 
THE ARMY van presents 
six areas of Army 
contributions to the nation, 
including us wartime role, 
civil actions, community 
assistance and 
technological, medical and 
exploratory breakthrough.! 
The Marine Corps van's 
five sections depict the 
"heritage of the Corps" 
beginning w 11 h the 
Revolutionary    War    and 
moving   through   the  20th 
century. 
The Navy's historical and 
technical achievements are 
portrayed in the third van. 
A small radar unit mounted 
on the front of ihe van with 
a scope inside also is 
featured. 
In the Air Force van. a 
16-minute slide presentation 
of the history of flight is 
given. 
Bowling Green was 
selected as one of 20 Ohio 
communities to display the 
exhibit, which will be on 
tour through December 
197b. 
The exhibits are free and 
open to the public. 
Tension Solon Mayor Charles Smercina examines disappointing returns during the Nov. 4 election. (Newsphoto by Mary Higginsl 
Opposing forces battle in Angola 
LUANDA. Angola (API-Soviet-backed forces were 
fighting In hold off Weslern-and Chinese-backed units 
trying lo capture the Angolan capital yesterday alter rival 
liberation groups sel up two competing governments foi the 
new nation. 
An unconfirmed icport told of an unsuccessful 
attMllnaHon attempt against the newly installed presidenl 
of the Soviet- supported faction. 
Fighting was reported north, ea*l and eolith of Luanda 
on the southwestern cousi ol Africa. 
TROOPS OF Ihe Chinese and Zaire-supported National 
Front (FNLA) were 12 miles north of the city. 
A combined column of some 1,500 troops of the FNLA 
and the Weslem-backed National Union (UNITA) was 
believed advancing from the south The FNLA CUl off 
Luanda's wjtet supply by mortaring a pipeline 12 miles 
outside town. 
The Soviet-hacked Popular Movement (MPLA) declared 
its sovereignty over the war-torn country in a noisy 
celebration in Luanda at midnight Monday after Portuguese 
♦ ♦♦♦•<• 
♦ 
offldall ended 500 years of colonial rule on schedule and 
made a hasty withdrawal. 
The MPLA inaugurated its leader. Agostinho Neto. as 
national president, and thousands of people lined llic 
streets to cheei hint. 
Liter, an unconfirmed report saul a man tried to ihool ai 
,i CM carrying Neto near the downtown Tivoli Hotel. 
The report said the alleged attacker was shol and 
wounded by MPLA soldiers. 
THE DEPARTING Portuguese left their flag flying, H 
MPLA foroM brought II down and uised llieir own In a 
ceremony al the unfinished soccei stadium. 
People  heat  jungle   dninis and sent bullets and shells 
streaking across the sky-the nearest thing the MPLA had lo 
fireworks. 
Two bullets hit a Red Cross plane that managed to land 
safely. But a Portuguese jctlinei carrying delegalions from 
the French. Italian, Romanian and Portuguese Communist 
parties turned back to Lisbon. 
THE THREE nationalist movements have been battling 
each Othei all yeai for control of the mineral-endowed 
territory twice Ihe size of Texas. Portugal and African 
government! failed   in   repeated   attempts lo bring them 
together. 
The   FNLA  now   contrail   the  northern   pan  of the 
country: the MPLA has the center and Luanda, while 
UNITA has taken the southern half with the help of FNLA. 
f> r ■       f> 
♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
WEDNESDAY 
EAT IN OR PICK UP 
SORRY NO DELIVERY ON THIS SPECIAL 
Offer Good From 5 to 9 pm Only 
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Discrimination on credit illegal 
By (.ail Mams 
Stiff Reporter 
Bankers and a representative of a credit bureau 
composed > panel that discussed credit for women 
Monday night. 
Janice Monks of the city recreation department 
moderated the program, which was sponsored by the 
Bowling Green chapter of the National Organization of 
Women (NOW). 
Panel members included Philip Clinard, branch manager 
of MidAmerican Bank, Walter Greenfield, assistant vice 
president of the loan office of Huntington National Bank, 
and Eleanor Kelly-Berhmann of the Credit Bureau Service 
of Wood County. 
"IT IS ILLEGAL for any granter of credit to 
discriminate against an applicant based on sex or marital 
status since the Equal Opportunity Credit Act was passed 
Oct. 28," Monks explained. 
Greenfield said he did not think the new law will effect 
Huntington's loan policy or credit decisions. "We base these 
decisions on certain criteria," he said. 
He said the basic criteria used in determining if an 
applicant will receive funds is whether bank personnel 
believe that the person can repay the loan. 
Greenfield said other things taken into consideration 
when a person wants to borrow money are the purpose of 
the loan, the source of repayment (from monthly income, 
tax refund or gift) and the person's past credit history. 
'•WE REALLY DONT like to be the first to find out if a 
person has integrity and will pay us back," he said. "If he's 
borrowed before and repaid the loan, that's a big plus. But 
if he's never borrowed before, there's a problem for both 
males and females." 
Clinard said he thinks the new credit law will not cause a 
drastic change in the way most banks and loan companies 
handle business transactions. "Most of them have changed 
Sweetheart 
Roses 
Cash n' Carry 
^s^ Doz. *2.50 
Myles Flowers 
Dairy Queen Bldg. 
434 E. Wooster 
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their policies concerning women by now," he said. 
"I don't think in the put there's been a move to 
discriminate against women ihemstlves I think there's been 
a lack of women's initiative to say, 'I want my own 
credit,' " he said. 
KELLY-BERHMANN explained to the audience of 
about ten that when a woman marries, her record of credit 
is usually combined with that of her husband. This is fine, 
she said, as long as the couple stays together. 
But if divorce or death occurs and the woman seeks a 
loan in her own name, she may be denied money because 
she has no credit rating, she said. 
All three panel members agreed that a way for any 
woman, married or single, to establish credit is to open 
checking and charge accounts in her maiden name and 
continue to use them if she marries. 
"Then   we'll  have   a   record   of her individual  credit 
history, not that of her husband or of the couple together," 
Kelly-Berhmann said. 
A DIVORCED woman in the audience told of how she 
unsuccessfully tried to get a loan from a bank to rent an 
instrument for her son. She had a male friend, also 
divorced, go through the same process, she had, but he 
received the loan. 
"That happened before the law was in effect, but if it 
happened today and you could prove it, I'd say you'd have 
a good chance of suing the institution," Clinard said. 
He added that there is a law that creditors must, within 
60 days, tell an applicant in writing why the loan was 
refused. 
Kelly-Berhmann said that if a person thinks something is 
incorrect on their credit records, he is free to come to the 
credit bureau and check the records and add personal 
comments. 
Caucus expands, reactivates 
Women's group revised 
By Cyndi Bloom 
The University Women's 
Caucus, devoted to 
interpreting and solving the 
problems of women on 
campus, is being reorganized 
and is expanding its 
membership. 
The organization, 
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Hampton House 
direction of Dr. Ramona 
Cormier, professor of 
philosophy, has "been in a 
vacuum" for the last few 
years. "It's not that we 
didn't exist. It's just that we 
haven't been active," she 
explained. 
The organization 
previously was open only to 
women faculty members. At 
that time discussions 
included inequities in 
salaries and the difficulty in 
receiving piomotions. 
"WE ARE reactivating on 
a much grander scale," she 
said. Membership now 
includes   faculty,   graduate 
and undergraduate students, 
classified personnel and 
contract staff personnel. We 
want to find out what these 
people's problems as women 
are. Maybe there aren't any, 
but I am not so foolish as to 
believe that," she added. 
I don't know what type 
of action we will take to 
alleviate these problems 
because we don't know 
what the issues are," Dr. 
Cormier explained. 
The caucus definitely 
plans to be concerned 
with the campus - oriented 
problems of these women, 
she said. However, members 
said that they also would 
like to organize study 
groups and programs dealing 
with topics of concern to 
women as women outside of 
the University situation. 
THE ORGANIZATION 
met recently and agreed 
to elect a chairman, 
vice-chairman, 
secretary-treasurer and a 
five man executive board 
consisting of representatives 
from faculty, classified 
staff, contract staff and the 
graduate and undergraduate 
student populations. 
Caucus elections are set 
for noon Tuesday in the 
Dogwood Suite, Union. 
local briefs 
Senior pictures 
An advertisement in Tuesday's News reported that' 
The Key senior picture photographers will leave the 
University Nov. 10th. Actually, the deadline is Nov. 14. 
Gum labels 
A meeting to discuss the University's new gum label 
program is set for I p.m. today in 101 Health Center. 
The deletion of some major programs will be discussed. 
If representatives cannot be sent by users of the gum 
label program, contact Linda Mowrey at 372-2911 ext. 
214. 
Author speaks 
Seymore Krim. author of "You and Me," "Shake it 
for the World," "The Beats." and "Smartass" and writer 
for a variety of publications including "Playboy" and 
"The New Yorker," will appear at the University at 4 
p.m. today in 105 South Hall. 
Krim will lecture on "Writing and the Popular Market 
Place." He also will lead a work-in-progress study of 
America entitled "Chaos." The events are sponsored by 
the department of popular culture. 
Literary research 
Robert Oakman. associate professor of English at the 
University of South Carolina, will discuss the role of 
computers in literary research at S tonight in the Pink 
Dogwood Room. Union. 
The talk is sponsored by the English Department 
Colloquia Committee and is open to everyone. 
Panel talk 
A panel discussion entitled, "Who Runs the 
University?" will be aired from 8-9 p.m. Sunday on the 
University's closed circuit television. Channel 7. 
A panel of seven University officials will be holding 
their discussion in the studios of Channel 57, WBGU-TV. 
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Title IX sets guidelines 
Wednesday. November 12, 1975, The BG Newi/Pi* S 
• From page one 
Other organizations connected with a 
university cannot practice sex 
discrimination, although social fraternities 
and sororities are exempted from Title IX 
regulations, so that they can receive 
assistance, such as use of facilities, from a 
university. 
A university's benefits such as insurance 
policies and financial aid must be made 
available to all without discrimination, 
although sex-restrictive scholarships from 
private wills and tiusts are permitted. 
CHENAULT SAID he believes the 
athletics and physical education departments 
here will have the greatest difficulty 
complying with Title IX guidelines. 
"Traditionally there are differences in 
men's and women's programs," he said, and 
some changes will have to be made. 
In the area of employment, both full and 
part-time employes of educational 
institutions are covered by Title IX 
provisions in such areas as fringe benefits, 
salary, and marital and parental status. 
Advertising for and recruitment of employes- 
also must not be biased. 
Two bills discussed 
during SA meeting 
A pair of bills pending in 
the state legislature which 
would provide low-cost legal 
services to students and 
increase their power on the 
University's Board of 
Trustees were discussed at 
Monday night's Student 
Assembly meeting. 
David Crowl. Student 
Government Association 
(SGA) vice president, 
reported that Ohio State 
Representative Mike 
Stiii/iaini recently alerted 
SGA about the two bills. 
These bills might be voted 
on by February, Crowl said. 
House Bill 335 would 
entitle state university 
students to legal services in 
a program which would 
offer group contracts to 
beginning lawyers to 
represent students entangled 
in legal problems. The fee to 
students would be minimal 
and possibly could be 
offered in the same manner 
as Cultural Boost 
memberships. 
House Bill 439 would 
require state universities to 
have two elected student 
representatives to their 
Boards of Trustees, Crowl 
said. These representatives 
would be full voting 
members on each board, he 
added. 
DICK    PARRISH, 
SGA coordinator of state and 
community affairs, 
discussed several projects 
from his office, one being a 
comparison of the meal 
coupon system at the 
University with Kent State 
University's system. Kent 
allows students to exchange 
extra coupons for the next 
quarter's coupons, he said, 
although the University said 
this policy is impossible to 
implement here. 
Another idea from Kent 
is dial-a-coupon, a service 
which offers students 
information on the purchase 
of coupons over the phone, 
Parnsh said. 
Parrish also suggested 
that the bike path system at 
Miami University might be 
another idea to implement 
here. A line is painted near 
the curb in the street for 
bike riders. If a car crosses 
this line, the driver is subject 
to a fine, he added. 
Stroll An area man takes a leisurely walk among the autumn trees in Carter Park. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht) 
Burns urges federal help for NYC 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Federal Reserve Chairman 
Arthur Bums said yesterday 
he will recommend federal 
help for New York City if 
the nation's financial 
markets begin deteriorating 
noticeably. 
Bums told a meeting of 
the House Republican 
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visit Bowlinq Green State University on 
Thursday, November 13.  Appointments may be 
made by contacting the Placement Office. 
"33,500.000 Unclaimed 
Scholarships 
Over S^3,500.000 unclaimi-d sthold'ships yu"'> J"(h .<■■«' 
fellowships tanging Ito'" S50 lo SI0.000 Cuneni li\1 U- 
ihese sources researched and compiled av ol Sepl  15  1975 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS 
11275 Massachusetts Ave , Los Angelts. CA 9O0.'5 
] I am enclosing S9 95plus SI 00lo. iiosijgr am' handling 
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF 
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIP SOURCES TO: 
Name— 
Addi ess _ 
Olv  .Slate. .Zip. 
ICalilornij tavttann oUase add 6X saiat tar. I 














CUSSES COT YOU DOWN?? 
TRAPFED BY LONG HOURS OF STUDY??? 
NEED SO^E  HELP???? 
Consider EDCI 091, a service 
course in reading improvenent, de- 
signed for any student, at BGSUa    The 
course, divided into componenta of 
speed reading, study skills, and in- 
dividualized sessions in which the 
student works on those areas giving 
him/her the most difficulty, can 
help all students a    -ft can help the 
good student do more in less time as 
well as help the student who raiTht 
have problens meeting the require- 
ments of his academic courses. 
If you have any questions or 
want more information, call the 
Reading Center, 372-2551 (oxt. 325), 
or stop in and ask for one of our 
representatives.    We are in room 
576 of the Education -Gilding and 
we'd be glad to talk with you. 
probably closei now than 
ever before to feeling 
federal rtelp v. ill be needed 
for the nation's largest city, 
but that he still has not 
concluded help is necessary. 
Burns   also   said he was 
pleased lo learn New York 
Gov. Hugh ClrB) has 
decided to increase laxes to 
help with state and city 
financial pioblems. and Hid 








MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17, AT 8:00 P.M. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TOI£DO 
STUDENT UNION AUDITORIUM 
TICKETS: 
$2.50 IN ADVANCE & $3.50 DAY OF SHOW 
AVAILABLE AT: TU STUDENT UNION. 
HEADQUARTERS. & BOOGIE RECORDS 
IN TOLEDO;    FINDERS RECORDS IN B.G 
A STUDENT UNION BOARD PRESENTATION 




IN THE NOT TOO DISTANT FUTURE, 
WARS WILL NO LONGER EXIST 
DUT THERE WILL DE ROLLERDALL. 
v V   \k 
Ir will t>e a world of 
corporations comfort 
and conformity 
They will abolish love 
war. aggression and 
individuality 
And replace rhem 
wtth fhe mov lorhnl 
entertainment of all rime. 
If s on awesome vision 
of the future. 
And the future is where 
^    you II be spending the 
rest o* your life 
IMLiiRiM. 
JAMES CAAN 
A NORMAN JEWBON nn -T-OLLFJ-fiALL' 
X>lNHCXJSEMAN MAUDADAMSXDHNOB^ W050GUNN 
BwoAMoeuv woMwomw* RALPH PJCHARDSON 
, t.WUJAM HAANSCN. ««co«™,t, ANCfl£ WtfvlN 
-fWTUCKRSLMER 
.NOflMAMjPMSON 
Carey has drafted a 
complex proposal involving 
new state and city taxes and 
help from banks and the 
federal gowrnment to keep 
New York City from default 
and sMbih/c the state's own 
shaky finances. 
Burns said that New York 
City's financial problems 
have "cast a dark cloud over 
the entire market for 
municipal securities." which 
he said undoubtedly has 
resulted in a slowdown in 
spending plans by local 
governments (hroughout the 
country. 
CINEMA n HELD OVER 2nd WEEK 
EVE. AT 
7:15-9:15 
"HARD TIMES IS A STYLISH, SHARP MOVIE. 
Its characters are taut and springy and It Is Irequently 
funny." ".OHAflprotn *»(*.» vom taam 
"It offers excitement that makes you feel good." 
PAUliNf KACl   iVrv. I     - 
"Sensational action." ARJHURKHIGHT Ho*r*ooon§pi 
'The fight sequences 
are crunchingly 
spectacular." 
- CHARt IS C'AMPl IN 
1  A    ' 
*>U»I IWlM"   P* >tXiH-»   lf.<« 
<dgt hu »i t"fi». »>ON l-anM-tno*1 
THURSDA Y IS STUDENT NIGHT 
ADMISSION $1.25 WITH STUDENT ID. 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
SEE AIL 7 OUTSTANDING FILMS FOR *8.75 
A SAVINGS OF '7 00 OFF REGULAR ADMISSION PRICE OF 
•IS.7S   OR   '2»  FOR   EACH   SHOWING IF   DISCOUNT 
TICKET PURCHASED IN ADVANCE REGULAR ADMISSION 
TICKETS SOLD AT BOX OFFICE DAILY i 









FEATURES AT  7:15-9:45 
J»V  <     'Think of the 
perfect crime... 
cIhengo 







nous**"   nfiMMMmmMts 
OF THE YEAR. <fcl 
CANOlCEBfRGEN 
MMiS MASON      , II II\KK(AVIH)IM: 
SEE ALL 7....TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT OUR 
CLAZELOR^ADIU^INEM^O)<^FFICE' 
Pi|e 6/TTie BC New., Wednesday. November 12. 1975 
'Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure 
, CHECK THESE VALUES! 
CAN YOU REAUY 













BRAUNSCHWEIGER     »99c 
SWIFT'S 
GENOA SALAMI      a.*1" 
WISCONSIN MICK 
CHEESE „!1» 
    70c     ■ CHERRY PIE..u/!r   ONION DIP i. 59 
OUR BAKERY IS OPEN 10:00 A.M. SUNDAY MORN- 
ING WITH FRESH HOT DONUTS. OUR DELI ALSO 
SERVES HOT FOODS TO GO & SUBMARINE SAND- 









FARM FRESH KOOL KRISP PRODUCE 
TANGERINES "/»    GRAPES     ,49' 
«"OW DANJOU 
ONIONS      i-49e    PEARS       ,s$100 
fr5S»V 'scot cpwreijlffifflnfej 
SAVt $.76 on 3 OX 
Oil MONTI 
TUNA   " 
'0 j
29° 
\  MM     "*t.    OKI AI     KOI     COUPON      GOOO 
IHPOUOH November   17. 1975 
) CM AT SCOT COUPON (TO OOOS 
SAVE   $.45   _ 
'48° FLOUR 
WITH.     IHll    ORIAI     KOT     COUPO* 
<\\"A AA A Ann n ^0 CX m"OUOM Novtmbtf 17, 1975. 
«!»' .SCOT c6o«srjftri7Rf 
OITIIOINT 
TIDE " 
WITM    IMtl    OtlAI     tCOl    COUPON      OOOD   O 
• MaouOM NortmHi   17, 1975. 
Tjiiuiow @M(nroiKTTcb7coui^"57nnii 
SAVE   $.49 aKlllllUlt HUNOIT JtCK SAVt   $.20: 
-'■UTTI.MIIK FA 
PANCAKE MIX..i 59° 
>•""     ■ »**    OM»T    tCOl     COUPON      OOOD 
iNtouOM NovBmbBr 1 7, 1975. 
mmsm 
OMAT SCOT ( 
SAVE S.27 on 
CAMPMU'S      LI.IT1 <t%r 
TOMATO SOUP.! 10 
WITH     I Hit    04H1I     SCO!     COUPON      GOOO  , 
IMPOUOH NnumDti   17. 1975. 
SAVE S.l 7 on 2< 
; DIOOO.ANT SOAP f I 
IRISH SPRING.5:7 
I WITH     IHII    CMHAT     SCO*    COUPON.    OOOO  ' 
, IHIOUOH Novtmbfr 17, 1975. 
° SAVE   $.20 — 
GRAPE NUTS    ."5f 
QWifM     IMil    OMAT    KOI     COUPON.    GOOO   ' 
,_, IHIOUOH Nov«niD«- 17. 1975. 
1616 E. W00STER ST. 
BOWLING 0REEN, OHIO 
wi mini QUANTITY SIGHTS 
PlnCIS OOOD TH*OUOM NOV. 1». H7S 
WI ACCIPT FIDIIAL POOO STAMPS 
Great Scot 
United Wag 
Youi United Wav PledSe 
Worka Foi All Of Hi 
Suppofl the 
Community Chest 
and Red CIOM 
RESEARCH 
Thoutands of Topics 
SM t* vew up-to-rtott. IBO 
PM». mm* otdw owiot Cnoopt 
Si 00    10    com    SSSISgl    «Ml 
hpncli'tfl 
«I*f ARCH AflSISTANCf    INC 
11372 IDAHO AVI   § 70S 
LOS ANGCLCS. CALIF 9007S 
121 Jl 4774474 
Our iwrnii M«Pn •** told (or 
MBSSNSl pwrpOaM ON* 
Sl.OOOFF 










■ coils shortened 
• backpacks fixed and 
altered 
• custom leather 
visors 
• belts altered 
WE SEW ANYTHING! 
• cartops - tents 












■ rubber heel plates 
131 & MAIN ST. 
(NEXT 
TOUSAU£*S) 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Part of .bottle 





14 Folklore figure 






20 The boards 
21 G.P.'e 
23 Ran into 
24 Austrian 
composer 
26 Hymns of joy 
28 Hurt 
29 Away: Scot 
31 " Riu" 





41 Calling forth 







49 Mid. East 
country 






57 WWII abbr 
58 Insect 










70 Abbr. for a 
Gothamite 
DOWN 
1  de guerre 
2 Self 
3 Opera headgear 



























40 Hindu month 
42 Small spinet 
46 Painting 
48 Production 
50 Body of water 
51 The mark "v" 
in string music 






60 Taxi to cab: 
Abbr. 
62 Lawyer: Abbr. 
63 Started: Poet 
64 Tricky 
rmyiots nmi 





.  I'VENEYOlSUM 
SUCH geAWlfVL 







~11*. I'M ntowesrOF *f 
T  1ANKAFPS.TH0U6H— 
i HISKM MAT SOONFoner 
THFUeyBteTTAfVTi.BUT 
nuu LONG K£ven£ 
«rfitf TANKARPS' 
£ r    CTT- 
R£V£R£ TANKARPS Alt STUSH. 
VLXUMINOUS.ANDSINCe I INSIST 
cueomjs RIMS, utm MF/LUTS 
ANPCAVETTosnuamfgeiou 
IN CLASSIC seOOCNCB, THEYX£ 




CHKISTMAS LAST TEAK I 
msems1 \ 
TT^i> ft (■*-&**-. 
~«®»~ CLASSIFIED   ill 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday, November 12, 1975 
Collequium on Soc. Psych. Rm. 113 Psych. Bldg. 7:30 
p.m. Speakers: Dr. Veitch & Dr. Mynatt. 
First meeting for winter ski season events Rm. 112 
Life-Sci. Bldg., 8 p.m. All skiers & non skiers urged to 
come. 
Discussion series Confer.  Rm., Newman Center, 7 p.m. 
Alpha Phi Omega; Nat'l Serv. Frat. meeting Rm. 104 
B.A. Bldg. 8:30 p.m. 
The Way meeting Faculty Lounge, Union, 8 p.m. 
Creative Writing Prog. & Pop. Cult, reading from 'Chaos' 
Rm. 115 Ed. Bldg. 8:15 p.m. Also Rm. 105 South Hall, 
4 p.m. lecture on writing & Pop. Market Place. Free and 
open to the public. 
Concerned Stud, for City Gov't. meeting Rm. 210 U. 
Hall, 8 p.m. 
Circle K meeting Rm. 217 Ed. Bldg., 8 p.m. 
Intramural gymnastics for women 7:30-9:30 p.m. South 
gym. Women's Bldg. 
Gay Union meeting Rm. 203 Hayes Hall, 8 p.m. 
BGSU Photo Club meeting Rm. 102 Life-Sci. Bldg.. 7 
p.m. 
Active Christians Today Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 3 
& 6 p.m. 
Ghizas, & Delusa - 
Congratulations on going 
active - FINALLY! No more 
sneaking around the halls of 
Chapman! Alpha Phi Love - 
Lanzer. 
Congratulations DZ neos! 
Got psyched for activation 
(if and when...) 
What is It? It's a 
pre-engagement ring. 
Congrats to Debbie and 
Randy! Your Sisters of 
Delta Zeta. 
Up With People! Linda. I'm 
so   happy   lor   you.    Love, 
Kithi, 
RIDES 
Rides available to Indy. St. 
Louis. Tulsa. Amanllo & 
Alby. N.M. Will leave Dec. 
13 call Glenn 352-2055, or 
Rita 375-0028 between 9 
a.m.-lO p.m. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: $75 reward for lost 
(red) female Irish setter. 
Please return: 823-6445. 
LOST: Int. Acct. Book, 
Thur. near Krogers. 
352-4725. 
LOST: My mother lost her 
anniv. watch, if found call 
Jim. 372-5959. 
LOST: Small grey & brown 
f. tiger cat w. v> tail. Call 
353-2511,352-7768. 
LOST: High School class 
ring. Initials WSB, 
Offenhauet area, 372-1396. 
HELP WANTED 
Qualified student needed to 
do P-T babysitting 
wk-nights. Call 352-6434 
after 5:30 p.m. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Professional typing for any 
and all assignments, 
352-0224. 
Need PHOTOGRAPHS? 
Undergrad and SENIOR 
SPECIALS. Passports, 
applications. WEISSBROD 
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster, 
352-2142.  
Alterations done my home. 
480 Lehman Apt. 107 Jan 
Cusano. 352-0550. 
Talk it over with someone 
who cares about you. 
Empa-Emot ional and 
material pregnancy aid. 
Mon. & Frl. 1-3 p.m. Tues., 
Wed.,     Thurj., 
p.m., 352-6236. 
6:30-9:30 
Medical College of Ohio 
student available for 
tutoring. 352-4513 ask for 
Mike. 
WANTED 
M. rmmte. to sublet apt. 
w/3 others, wtr/spr. qtr. 1 
mo. rent FREE! Ph. 
352-8288. 
Need 1 r. rmt. wnt/spg. 
Close to campus  352-8284. 
1 f. rmt. needed wtr/spr. 
qtr. to sublse. apt. in 
Campus Manor Call 
352-6404. 
1 m. rmmt. sub. win. qtr. 
Napolean Rd. $87/mo. 
352-7632. 
1 f. grid, stud, to share 3 
bed house. 110/mo. util. 
incl. 372-0151 ext, 248, 
after 5, 352-7168. 
PERSONALS 
Experts at fixing todays 
modern shoes. Fast work 
with garantee. Shoe repair, 
131 S. Main Next to 
Bakery. 
The Alpha Chi Neophytes 
are super psyched to go 
ACTIVE!! 
The Chi O's are psyched for 
Saturday night, It's Chee 
Omunga time-and we're 
doing it right! So to the 
Hydrolic Room the Chi O's 
will go. Grab your dates and 
don't be slow! Only 3 days 
till Chee Omunga! 
STEAMBOAT deposits of 
$75 due after meeting 
tonite! 
Repair your purse, coat, 
belts, shoes, cartops etc. at 
the shoe repair & sew shop 
next to Lasalles. 
Buzz. Java, Kro. Schweller, 
Lady's replace those 29 cent 
bottoms on your $29 shoes. 
For $2.99 up with good 
material. Shoe Repair, next 
to Lasalles. 
A singing celebrity in the 
ADPi House! Linda, Up 
With People is really lucky! 
L&.L. Your Sisters. 
Mariann, We are ROARIN' 
with PRIDE to have you as 
a member of the DEN. LAL 
Your ADPi Sisters. 
Biggest hamburg in town 
Big Beef cheeseburg special 
you tell us how to cook it 
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM 
1027 N. Main St. 
2 dozen roses and violets 
too, for your KD-SAE. 
pinning we're happy for 
you! Congrats Beth and 
Bill!   AOT, Your  Roomies. 
Lynne - Happy 21...you 
finally made it! Hope your 
next 21 years are as 
wonderful as the first ones. 
Love, Jan. 
Beth - Congratulations on 
your pinning! Two 
diamonds look better man 
one, even if it does make 
you top-heavy on the left 
side! in AOT, Barb. 
Kathy • Congratulations 
'ruumie' and real little 
sister" on your activation. 
It's the beginning of the 
many years of happiness to 
come. LITB and especially 
ours, Jan and Eileen. 
NEW KISS 8 TRACK TAPE 
(double play) only $4.99 at 
FINDERS. 
Dig this - Adidas & athletic 
shoes can be rebuilt at the 
Heel & Top tip for $4.99 
New soles, too. $ave Shoe 
Repair, 131 S. Main, next to 
Lasalles. 
We service: motorcycles, 
auto's, trucks, mufflers, 
Dishop Motors 18039 N. 
Dixie Hwy. 
PRESERVE CREDIBIL- 
ITY! Order your '76 
yearbook now. Call The 
Key, 2-0086. 
SENIORS! It's picture time: 
For senior picture 
appointment call The Key, 
372-0086. 
PUPPIES! German ShetMrd 
Mother, Dachshund father, 
incredibly cute «. FREE! 
Also rabbit with cage, Call 
669-2694 evenings. 
Ferns, succulents and other 
healthy house plants. Plant 
accessories & good advice. 
The Plant Lady. Open Tues. 
thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
302  S. Summit.  352-5 798. 
NEW KISS ALBUM (double 
record set) only $4.99 at 
FINDERS. 
Stevens Studios from 
Bangor, Maine will be on 
campus to take senior 
pictures from October 20 
through November 14. 
Except for one week in 
January when the 
photographer will be 
returning for retakes THIS 
IS THE ONLY TIME he will 
be in Bowling Green. Don't 
delay, make your 
appointment for your senior 
picture today Call THE 
KEY office for an 
appointment. 372-0086. 
Try our.leatliei shampooing 
treatment on the driest and 
stiffest boots. Includes shine 
4 spot dye for $1.75. Shoe 
Repair next to Lasalles. 
FOR SALE 
2 EPI, 201 speakers, 2 yrs. 
old, exc. cond., call Rick. 
372-5451. 
1969 Fiat Spider - needs top 
- needs body work - $350: 
372-5767. 
Pr. Bose 901 speakers, 
equilizer. stands. Must 
sacrifice $400.00 Call 
352-5128. 
Two new radial snow tires, 
ER7814 $80. 3523353, 
Dean. 
68 Pontiac Catahna, good 
t ransp. Best offer, 
352-6193. 
Mustang 69 V8 20 m/g. very 
clean. 353-3585. 
68 VW $275. 352-3371. 
Italian made Welson guitar 
(w/case) ex. condition. 
2-4117,  willing to  bargain! 
Northwestern golf clubs bag 
hid. Excel, cond. 352-7380. 
'72 240Z Datsun. 
Mechanically sound. Owner 
movino, must sell. Call 
352-5547 after 5 weekdays. 
17 cu. ft. chest freezer. $50. 
2-0326. 
Realistic receiver STA220 
120 watts RMS $350 or 
best offer. Brand new. "66" 
Volvo 1800S, many new 
parts. $1350. 352-1639. 
'73 Triumph Tiger 750CC 
excel, cond. 6,000 mi. 
$1,500. nites. 352-9372. 
Queen size water bed - 
$75.00. Frame, heater 
liner. 1 yr. old. Ph. 
352-6370. 
PE 3060 turntable, 7 mos. 
old.  Best   offor,  372-3256. 
FOR RENT 
Single room for male 
student. Near campus wtr 
A  spr. qtrs. Ph. 352-7365. 
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Energy interest stimulated 
Energy 
game 
Dr. William Peterman. assistant director of environmental studies, sets up the board 
for a game designed to stress energy awareness at the University. (Newsphoto by 
Dick Kaverman) 
By Jan Cordaro 
Editorial Editor 
Participants in an energy 
simulation game Monday 
found out how difficult it is 
to plan and implement 
campus energy policy 
alternatives. 
The game, one of many 
activities during Energy 
Awareness Day. sought "to 
begin to involve the total 
University community in 
energy decision-making." 
according to Dr. William 
Peteiman. assistant director 
of environmental studies 
and game facilitator. 
The game began by 
dividing (he group into 
individuals who represent 
various University interests. 
Some participants assumed 
the roles of University 
administration, such as the 
University president, while 
others depicted student 
leaders such as the president 
of the Student Government 
Association. 
EACH GROUP was given 
a certain amount of 
influence and was asked to 
vote on previously suggested 
energy policies for the 
University. 
Each participant was 
asked to decide how the 
specific interests he 
represented probably would 
react toward the tentative 
energy policies, then cast his 
votes accordingly. The 
group was told to consider 
past, present and future 
campus energy needs and 
come up with a plan saving 
the University S.100.000 in 
energy costs. 
As each of the energy 
proposals came up for a 
vote, the game players had a 
limited amount of time to 
make their decisions either 
for or against the measure 
and to determine which 
proposals would come up 
for a vote next. 
THE TWO-HOUR game 
became con fusing as 
participants gained and lost 
influence by passing energy 
proposals to suit their 
individual interests. Some of 
the lt> energy alternatives 
suggested by the group 
included    changing   to   an 
early in • early out calendar 
schedule, cutting down the 
use of electneity and fining 
departments whose 
members leave lights on 
unnecessarily. 
When the game ended 
only two energy policies 
resulting in a possible 
savings of only $60,000 had 
been passed. 
In a short discussion 
lollowing the game, 
emphasis was directed to 
the problem of the specific 
energy needs of the 
University and how these 
needs could be fulfilled. 
The participants agreed 
that instituting an energy- 
policy was difficult due to 
the various interests that 
must be appeased and the 
inlncaic economic details 
involved in energy 
alternatives. 
Student hunts for political trinkets 
By Paul I intern 
At any flea maikct. 
auction or garage sale in the 
area, one is likely to find 
Jack Dixey. senior (B.A.). 
And although he is 
interested in all the wares 
offered, he always asks one 
question in particular "Got 
any political items'" 
In eight years of 
collecting, Dixey has 
obtained about 2.000 
political trinkets. 
Dixey finds items in a 
number of places. Aside 
from area sales, he looks in 
antique stores, attends 
dealers' conventions and 
subscribes to six mail 
auctions which involve 
bidding by mail on items 
described in a periodical 
A majority of the items 
in Dixey's collection are 
buttons which date back to 
18<>b, the year when 
buttons as they are known 
today were produced. Dixey 
has some items dating back 
to the mid-1800s. including 
three Lincoln tintypes. 
THE BEST represented 
candidates in the collection 
are William Jennings Bryan 
and John W. Davis from the 
early 1900s and Adlai 
Stevenson from the forties 
and fifties. "All three are 
Democratic losers." Dixey 
said. 
Two of Dixey's most 
valuable items are a felt top 
hat from 1888 with pictures 
of Democratic candidates 
Benjamin Harrison and Levi 
P. Morton inside and a 
collage of campaign ribbons 
from the mid to late 1800s. 
Dixey's start in collecting 
came from his grandmother, 
who have him a number of 
buttons to display at the 
1968 Mahoning County Fair 
in his hometown of 
Canfield. O. Because it was 
an election year, he also 
went to political 
headquarters in nearby 
Youngstown to look for 
buttons. 
THEN,    WHILE    at    a 
hobby show, he met Ted 
Hake, whom Dixey said is 
"the first nationally known 
professional political 
collectables dealer." Hake 
encouraged him to join the 
American Political Items 
Collectors (APIC), of which 
he is si ill a member. 
Over the last five years 
Dixey has gone to regional 
APIC conventions in 
Elmira. N. Y. and Lancaster 
and Gettysburg. Pa. and to 
national conventions in 
Boston and Milwaukee. 
Dixey has several 
aspirations for his hobby in 
the future. "I'd like to go to 
the 1976 Democratic 
National Convention." he 
said. "And there are both 
regional and national APIC 
meetings next summer." 
He also said he would like 
to set up an antiques booth 
at next year's Canfield fair 
and to be a "button-jobber" 
during the 1976 Presidential 
campaign. 
A    BUTTON-JOBBER 
buys a quantity of campaign 
buttons from a 
manufacturer to sell on the 
campaign trail, according to 
Dixey. He said he would 
find out where any of the 
m***************** ****** tin 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS. 
now leasing 
Outstanding features such as: 
• Fullv lurnished apis    with (*•» lolt t ctMlrl) 
• Central gas air conditioning (j hearing with individual apt 
controls 
• 1   bdrm starting at   S165, turn, or   unfurn. 
• Gas equipped laundry area available m each apt Wdg 
• Patio areas with grills available lor each bidg 
Clubhouse facility/ with indoor heated pool, 
color TV lounge, billiards ft ping pong 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE 
• S3 Noeol.on M. Suite 1 »h   353 4!«1 « 3SI 1371 
OHio M.I  Dally t-ll t IS 
BGSU SKI CLUB 
FIRST MEETING OF THE YEAR 
TONIGHT 
7:00 
I 12 Life-Science 
MOVIE: 
FREE-Style, PRO-Style1 
PLAN FOR WINTER QUARTER 
TRIPS AND ACTIVITIES WILL BE DISCUSSED 
YOU OONT NEED TO KNOW HOW TO SKI TO JOIN 
candidates would be on a 
certain day in the Midwest 
and set up in that area just 
before and during the 
candidate's stay. 
Dixey,    a   selling    and 
retailing major at the 
University, said his hobby 
and his inajoi compliment 
each other. "What I learn 
selling buttons. I can use in 
the   classroom, and  whal   I 
learn in the classroom, I can 
use in selling buttons." he 
said. 
Dixey also collects 
antiques in general and has 
at times considered opening 
an antique store after 
graduation in June. His 
room al lO.'O E, Wooslot 
St. contains innumerable 
memorabilia from eirliei 
decades of this century. 
Karate expert talks of rape 
The defenses a woman has against rape arc confidence 
?nd common sense, according to Mary Anne Nicholson, a 
karate expert and instmctor. 
Nicholson, who has a black belt in karate, described 
confidence as being physically Hid mentally prepared for an 
attack. 
A woman first must believe that rape can happen to her. 
Nicholson said Then she must evaluate herself and decide 
whether she rather would prefer to die than he raped or 
whether she rather would fight than submit. 
Mental preparation also is determined by how much 
nerve the woman has. Nicholson said, and how calm she is 
u.ider pressure After making these decisions, she should 
consider various situations and what she would do in them 
she said. 
Nicholson suggested that the woman come up with a 
good story that would deter the rapist. Some of her 
suggestions were telling the attacker that it is her wrong 
time of the month, that you are a homosexual or that you 
have a communicable disease. 
"If you can. throw up. That should turn him oft." 
Nicholson said. 
Mental preparation includes using common sense. 
Nicholson suggested that women not pick up hitchhikers, 
not hitchhike alone, check the backseat before getting 
into their cars and not park, in the corner of a lot 
where it is dark. 
As far as precautions at the woman's home, Nicholson 
suggested getting locks changed on all doors, installing an 
alarm system, having a bolt lock and a peephole in the door 
and having the house and property well lit. Check the 
identification of all callers, and if they are suspicious, call 
the company to see if it did send someone out. 
If a  woman follows common  sense. Nicholson said, 
Don't Forget our 
Special Plant Sale!! 
MANY SIZES OF GREEN PLANTS 
DIRECT FROM FLORIDA 
 PICK YOUR DISCOUNT  
up to 30% off 
random drawing ■ on green plants only 
Hurry ....ends Saturday Nov. IS 
OTZ FLOWER FARM 
Napoleon J. S. College Rds. 
PHONE 353-8381 
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"No nonsense panty hose." 





Medium to Tall    99     Nude    7 
Available in Petite to Medium, 
Medium to Tall in all Shades. 
Regular Price 99c 
Safe Price 79c 
while they last 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
ONE CAME participant 
said that the basic problem 
came down to the whole 
human race having to 
change its lifestyle. His 
comment was modified by 
anothei group member who 
said that Americans must 
change their lifestyles since 
they use most of the world's 
energy resources. 
Informing the public on 
the realism of the energy 
problem was seen by the 
group as the major snag in 
developing energy 
alternatives. 
"We have this 
tremendous myth - the 
myth that the energy 
resources of the world, 
particularly those of the 
United States, will go on 
forever and ever and ever," 
Dr. Pcterman said. In order 
foi energy policies to be 
successful, this myth must 
he dispelled, he said. 
chances aie she never will be raped. "It's just a matter of 
being cautious. Don't put yoursell in the situation 10 begin 
with." she said. 
What can a woman do. howevei. if she finds herself in a 
potential upe situation'' Nicholson said the woman should 
stay calm, adding, "you get the worst possible deal if you 
panic." 
Do not antagon/ic the npitl, Nicholson said. Believe that 
he will hurl you. " "Boys do not hit gills' is just not true," 
she said. 
Do not scream. Nicholson said, because "he'll make you 
quiet any way he can. It may scare him away, but It may 
not." Do not use anything on your person that could be a 
potential weapon. 
"Mace in your purse won't do any good anyhow." she 
said. As for using hatpins. Nicholson said do not use them. 
"Getting stuck with one would make you mad. wouldn't 
it?" 
It is important. Nicholson said, that a woman not commit 
herself violently until she lias no> other choice. "Do whatever 
you have to do to preserve yourself." she said. "He's not 
going to beat you for talking to him." 
Violence should be used only as a last resort withtlic 
understanding of what the consequences to the woman 
might be. Karate is an excellent defense, Nicholson said, 
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MADRID. Spam (API - Prince Juan Carlos de Borbon 
is planning to free more than 1.000 political pnsoners as 
one of his first acts alter becoming Spain's king, a source 
near the prince reported yesterday. 
Juan Carlos will take power officially on the death of 
gravely ill Gen. Francisco Franco, whose latest 
complications point toward branchial pneumonia. 
The source said the prince also will hack 
constitutional reform to establish a democratic 
government. 
Fromme trial 
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (AP)-A grocer testified 
yesteiday that l.ynetlc "Squeaky" Fromme walked into 
his store and said. "I hate Ford," the day before she 
allegedly tried to assassinate President Ford. 
If convicted under a federal statute passed after the 
1963 assassination of President John Kennedy, she could 
be sentenced to life in prison, 
Fromme was not present for the testimony of grocer 
Ed Louie. She was barred from the courtroom for the 
third straight trial day by U.S. District Court Judge 
Thomas MacBride. although lie said she would be 
"welcome as the flowers in May" to return it" site would 
behave. 
For the second straight day. the defendant 
blindfolded herself and was carried to the courthouse. 
She refused to promise to refrain from future 
courtroom outbursts, saying she would "stick to my 
principles," and McBride again ordered her removed. 
LAW SCHOOL 
is difficult to get into. The Law School Admissions Test 
is one of the most crucial factors determining one's 
acceptance to or rejection from law school. A good 
score on the LSAT is a must' 
We offer you the opportunity to take part in two full 
days of systematic analysis of ill phases of the LSAT. 
Increase your score by participating in this compre- 
hensive preparation. 
For information, write or call now. 
LSAT METHODS, Inc. 
11465 Springfield Pike Suite 6 
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Leader— 
Clayton spearheads BG defense 
Ride 
Falcon linebacker Kevin Clayton (46) rides a Toledo player in an 
attempt to bring the runner down in early season action. Clayton, 
a three-year veteran, has anchored an improved BG defense this 
fall. (Ncwsphoto by Dick Daverman) 
By Dick Ren 
Sports Editor 
If there is one Falcon 
football player who best 
exemplifies a Doctor 
Jekyll-Mr. Hyde image, 
Kevin Clayton would win 
hands down. 
You see, the rugged 
senior linebacker is quite 
reserved off the field. Quiet, 
mild-mannered and 
soft-spoken in street 
clothes, Clayton hardly 
gives the impression of the 
rough and tumble performer 
that he is on the gridiron. 
Once he dons the battle 
regalia, however, BG's 
number 46 becomes a 
highly emotional individual. 
"IT'S A LOT more fun to 
play defense," the Falcon 
veteran said Monday 
evening at his home. "On 
defense, you're not 
controlled like offense. You 
are to some extent, but you 
can be emotional-and 
emotions control you on 
defense. 
"You can go crazy on 
de fen se," Clayton 
continued. That's why it's 
fun." 
Apparently, Clayton has 
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MacDonald returns to form 
By Mike Lesko 
He handled his hockey slick with the precision with 
which a gourmet manipulates a fork or a thug operates a 
swinlilil.nl;' His passes 10 his teammates were inaccurate 
about as often as the price of gasoline lowers. 
His play was rarely flashy yet he never seemed to be out 
of position and was ready to dislodge the puck from an 
opponent with his stick or dive headlong in front of an 
enemy shot. 
He protected the Bowling Green goaltcnders from 
opposing attackers so well that you would have thought the 
goalies were his brothers or best friends. 
AND YET, for Kevin MacDonald. the Falcons' 
tri-captain and ace defenseman. it was a weekend that he 
had been forced to wail for for nearly a year. At limes the 
wait seemed extremely long and the preparation neatly as 
lengthy, but MacDonald nevei gave up hope that, 
eventually, his day would come. 
It all began early in last year's hockey season with BG 
battling Ohio State. A collision left his left knee swollen 
and somewhat inoperable, forcing him lo miss a week of 
action. Then, attempting to rush back into playing 
condition, he injured the leg once more, causing him to 
miss the remainder of the campaign. 
At first it was determined that surgery was necessary, but 
MacDonald decided to postpone the operation until taster 
break because he didn't want to take time off from school. 
Although MacDonald found it difficult to bend the knee 
during January, he soon began lifting weights to get the leg 
assttong as possible before surgery. 
One final doctor's examination at Easter, however, 
proved that the leg had gotten better by itself, which meant 
that no suigcry was required. 
"I WAS LUCKY," he admitted. "A lot of times knee 
surgery screws your legs up worse than they were before." 
Following that. MacDonald went on an extensive weight 
program lo build his legs up as much as he could. He wound 
up working with weights all summer and, as a result, his legs 
arc now slronger than they've ever been. 
The big test finally came over the weekend in a pair of 
home games againsl Lake Forest, both of which were won 
handily by the Falcons. As Friday's game approached. 
MacDonald was. understandably, not the calmest fellow 
around. 
"I felt like I was starting all over again." he confessed. "I 
was nervous. I had to prove myself. The guys from last 
year's team didn't sec me at my best and I had to show the 
new guys this year. too. I was really psyched." 
ALTHOUGH HE somewhat modestly noted, "I was sort 
of satisfied with my performance," his defensive play was 
excellent and he chipped in with a total of six assists in the 
two games. 
Still, despite all he's been through, MacDonald has no 
worries about a recurring injury. 
"If it's gonna happen, it's gonna happen," he explained. 
"If I went on the ice and had to play too cautiously, I'd 
rather leave my skates in the dressing room and sit in the 
stands." 
Fortunately for the Falcons, the only persons who would 
like to sec MacDonald in the stands is the opposition. 
Bengals 'slipping by' 
CINCINNATI 
(AP)-"We keep slipping 
by," sighed Cincinnati 
Bengals coach Paul Brown. 
"It's like that old movie 
The Peru's of Pauline." We 
don't want it that way, but 
we're happy." 
Indeed, Brown should be 
hippy with the way he has 
directed this year's season. 
For almost every Bengal 
game has turned into a 
melodrama which has had 
the viewers gripping theii 
Mats. 
And, in all but one 
production, Brown has been 
able to come up with a 
hippy ending for his ball 
dub. 
CINCINNATI is currenUy 
7-1 and tied for the first 
pltce in the American 
Football Conference's 
Central Division with the 
Pittsburgh Steders. 
The procession of 
cliffhangers began Sept. 21 
when the Cleveland Browns 
exploded afier the Bengals 
had accumulated a 24-3 
lead. 
Cleveland came up with 
14 points in the third 
quarter and Cincinnati had 
to hang on to win 24-17. 
The next week the 
Bengals rang down the 
curtain early on the New 
Orleans Saints, but followed 
that number up with one of 
their more gripping 
performances against 
Houston. 
THE BENGALS were 
down 17-7 until they scored 
14 points in the final 
quartet. An Oiler tackle of 
Ken Anderson in the end 
zone built up to a dramatic 
21-19 finale. 
Against    Oakland,   the 
Bengals again provided some 
last half theatrics. Rookie 
cotnetback Marvin Cobb 
returned an interception 52 
yards fot a touchdown and 
the defense turned back 
anolhet challenge to defeat 
the Raiders 14-10. 
Even in the team's only 
loss to Pittsburgh, the 
Bengals followed the script 
to the letter. The Steelers 
dominated the game 23-3 
going into the final quarter, 
before the Bengals played 
their big scene. 
THEY SCORED two 
touchdowns and were 
driving for a third before a 
pass interception ended the 
show lot the Bengals. 
And then there was last 
Sunday   at   Denver  and  a 
17-16 Bengal victory. Alow 
snap from center on a 
Bronco point-after-touch- 
down may have been the 
difference in that game. 
To add a little more 
suspense to game, the 
Bengals kicker Dave Green 
missed on field goals of 35 
and 28 yards in the fourth 
quarter which would have 
given Cincinnati a more 
comfortable margin. 
been having loads of fun 
this season. He is the 
Falcons' second-leading 
tackier with 25 solo Kits and 
110 total tackles. He also 
has dropped runners for 
losses five times for 12 
yards, intercepted one pass 
and recovered two fumbles. 
"I've been consistent this 
year, more than I have been 
in the past," he said. "I had 
a lot of ups and downs as a 
sophomore and junior. It's 
probably that I just have 
more confidence in myself 
this year." 
Clayton said the 
confidence has been the 
result of numerous factors. 
"For one, they (the 
coaches) put it on my 
shoulders that I was the 
leader-the only senior 
linebacker," he said. 
"Another thing is that this 
is my fourth year, and you 
keep going over the same 
stuff and keep learning and 
you pick things up easier. 
Another reason is that I 
haven't had a change in 
coaches." 
CLAYTON     WAS 
referring to Falcon assistant 
coach Dale Strahm, who 
tutors the BG linebackers 
and whom he credits with 
much of his success. 
"I've had coach Strahm 
all four years and he's 
brought me along," the 6-2, 
222-pounder said. "He's 
made me what I am, really, 
and I've got to give him 
credit. He's a heck of a 
coach. If he could do it with 
me, he could probably do it 
with anyone." 
Clayton has been Bowling 
Green's only experienced 
linebacker this fall. Aftet 
lettering as a sophomoic 
and junior as the Falcons' 
third linebacker, he entered 
the season as the top 
prospect along with junior 
letter nun    Jamie    Hall. 
Although a knee injury 
has kept Hall out of action 
all season, Clayton said his 
replacements, sophomores 
Jeff Smith and Cliff 
Carpenter, have done 
excellent jobs. 
"It hurt us at first (Hall's 
injury), but Carpenter and 
Smith have really come 
along and picked up the 
slack," Clayton explained. 
"All year it's been like that. 
Someone will break down 
or get hurt, but someone 
else has always been- there 
to fill in and pick up the 
slack. And that's why we've 
had a good season." 
Clayton, who played high 
school football at Avon 
Lake, said the responsibil- 
ities of a linebacker are 
many. 
"YOU'VE GOT to know 
both blocking and passing 
schemes." he said. "You've 
got to know all the 
defenses, because it's my 
job to call the defense. I 
wouldn't say it's the hardest 
position, but it takes a lot 
more thinking and a lot 
mote work." 
Clayton said he has 
enjoyed his career at BG. 
but piobably would have 
enjoyed playing football at 
any school. 
"YEA. I'M GLAD I came 
here, but not mattet where 
you go. you'll meet ftiends 
and be the same person and 
have a good time." he said 
while cradling his pet ferret 
named Jayhawk. 
Clayton bought the small, 
furry albino creature from 
teammate Sieve Keuhl early 
in the season. It has become 
his prized possession. 
"It's supposed to kill tats 
and rabbits and things like 
that." he said. "It's a wild 
little animal " 
Wild, indeed, just like its 
owner's plaving style on the 
football field. 
Clayton observes the action from the siddines. 
San Diego folds 
JV's close season at 2-1 
The Falcon JV football 
team finished its three-game 
season with a 2-1 record, 
troundng Toledo 42-7 at 
Doyt L. Perry Field 
Monday. 
Amassing 411 total years, 
the BG JV's took a 28-0 
lead and never let up. 
Freshmen running backs Joe 
Guyer and Steve Holovacs 
combined for 238 yatds 
rushing wink- Bill Eyssen 
handled the quarterbacking 
chores for most of the 
afternoon. 
GUYER. a 6-2, 
210-pound fullback from 
Fremont, scored two 
touchdowns while reserve 
quatteiback Doug 
lieisterman added a pair of 
scores to lead the JV's to 
victory. Holovacs and Brad 
Baker also scored for the 
Falcons, whose only loss 
was a 2I-13 defeat at 
Michigan. 
NEW YORK (AP)-The 
San Diego Sails of the 
American Basketball 
Association folded 
yesterday, the team 
announced. 
In a leise. onc-paragtaph 
statement, die league said 
"San Diego' confirmed 
loday (Tuesday) ihey were 
ceasing their business 
operatloni effective 
immediately. In accordance 
with league by-laws, this 
action automatically 
tetminaies the membctship 
of this franchise in the 
league." 
ABA   OWNERS  met  in 
New York to consider what 
actions should be taken 
with respect to the San 
Diego demise. 
A league spokesman said 
discussions centered around 
the type of dispersal draft 
(hat might be taken. 
San Diego was the second 
ftanchise in the ABA to fold 
this season. The Baltimore 
Claws ceased operations due 
to financial problems just 
four days before the tegulat 
season began. At (hat lime, 
other clubs in   the league 
participated in :i dispetsal 
draft. 
THE SAILS had drawn a 
lotal of just 7,1 2d tans in 
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